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Kyrgyzstan's 2017 presidential election
On 15 October 2017, Kyrgyz voters go to the polls. Despite worrying signs of backsliding into
authoritarianism, the country is still the most democratic in Central Asia and the result is far from a
foregone conclusion. The two main candidates are Sooronbai Jeenbekov, an ally of incumbent
president Almazbek Atambayev, and his younger rival, Omurbek Babanov.

Background: Kyrgyzstan's road to democracy
Kyrgyzstan is the most democratic country in Central Asia, but also one of the most unstable. The country's
first post-Soviet president, Askar Akayev, was overthrown in 2005 by the Tulip Revolution, after his regime
showed increasing authoritarian tendencies; his successor Kurmanbek Bakiyev met a similar fate in 2010. The
interim government which took Bakiyev's place adopted a new constitution designed to prevent any return to
authoritarian rule, for example by limiting presidents to a single six-year term. In 2011, Almazbek Atambayev
obtained 62 % of the votes to become the current president. Atambayev's former party (as president, he is
constitutionally barred from membership, but maintains close links to its leaders) is the Social Democratic
Party of Kyrgyzstan (SDPK); in the 2015 parliamentary elections, the SDPK became the largest parliamentary
party with 32 % of seats, and it currently heads the governing coalition.
Worrying signs of a return to authoritarianism?
Democracy remains fragile in Kyrgyzstan. Amendments approved by referendum in December 2016, despite
a previous commitment not to tamper with the 2010 Constitution before 2020, were seen by some as a
possible step towards authoritarianism: one amendment transfers some presidential powers to the prime
minister, potentially enabling Atambayev to continue his rule beyond 2017 (however, Atambayev denies any
intention to seek national public office after he steps down as president). Other amendments strengthen
executive control over the judiciary, negatively impacting the balance of powers according to constitutional
experts from the Council of Europe's Venice Commission.
In August 2017, opposition politician Omurbek Tekebayev (whose Ata-Meken party left the governing coalition
in October 2016 after coming out against the constitutional referendum) was convicted of corruption on scant
evidence, thus excluding him from the presidential race. Tekebayev's prison sentence, and an apparently
coordinated smear campaign against him on state TV and pro-government newspaper Vecherny Bishkek, are
indicative of government influence over courts and media, despite the country's political pluralism.
Although the above incidents passed off peacefully, with only small-scale protests, there is a risk during the
electoral period that perceived authoritarianism or electoral manipulation could spark the same kind of unrest
that escalated in 2010 into inter-communal violence (Kyrgyz vs Uzbek) and left hundreds dead.

Presidential candidates
There are 13 registered candidates; eight of them running as independents, and five nominated by their
respective parties. Representing the SDPK is Sooronbai Jeenbekov, who stepped down as prime minister in
August 2017 to take part in the election (presidential chief of staff, Sapar Isakov, has since taken over as head
of government). Jeenbekov's chances are considerably boosted by his ties to Atambayev, who enjoys high
approval ratings (73 % in February 2017) and has publicly endorsed his political ally; a Jeenbekov victory would
allow Atambayev to retain considerable influence, even if he no longer holds a formal position.
Contrasting with Jeenbekov is businessman, Omurbek Babanov, leader of the Respublika party and the other
frontrunner. Whereas Jeenbekov is perceived as a loyal follower of Atambayev, the more youthful Babanov
(47 years old) presents himself as a charismatic and dynamic leader, and a potential reformist. Jeenbekov is a
relative newcomer to national politics (until 2015 he served as a provincial governor), while Babanov was
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already prominent before 2010 as an opponent of Bakiyev and, from 2011 to 2012, as prime minister.
Jeenbekov has strong regional support from the south of the country, whereas Babanov is a northerner.
The remaining candidates have much less chance of winning, but are likely to influence the final outcome by
throwing their weight behind one or other of the frontrunners, possibly in exchange for a role in the future
government – a process which began in September 2017 with Kamchybek Tashiyev (previously an outspoken
opponent of the government) announcing his withdrawal and declaring his support for Jeenbekov. Tashiyev's
announcement broke up a prospective electoral alliance which Bakyt Torobayev had been expected to lead;
for his part, Torobayev remains in the race, as does Temir Sariyev, with a reputation as a competent
technocrat, but tainted by a corruption scandal which ended his one-year stint as prime minister in 2016.

Public opinion and electoral prospects
Kyrgyzstan does not have official pre-election polls, but a February
2017 survey commissioned by US NGO, International Republican
Institute, provides some useful insights: Babanov is the most
trusted politician (35 %), followed by Atambayev (31 %), and well
ahead of other prominent candidates such as Torobayev (11 %),
Sariyev and Jeenbekov (3 % each). On the other hand, Jeenbekov's
chances have been considerably boosted by Atambayev's public
endorsement of him as successor. The same survey shows that
respondents see corruption, unemployment and poverty as
Kyrgyzstan's main problems; nevertheless, they are more
optimistic about the country's prospects and their personal
situation than they have been for many years. No fewer than 65 %
believe Kyrgyzstan is moving in the right direction; this high level
of satisfaction is also likely to favour Jeenbekov, seen as the candidate of continuity.
Informal polls on Kyrgyz social media are inconclusive, but point to a close-run race. If no candidate wins over
50 % of the votes, a second round will be held before the new president is inaugurated on 1 December 2017.

A free and fair election?
In 2015, OSCE observers noted that, despite some irregularities such as extensive vote-buying, parliamentary
elections 'were competitive and provided voters with a wide range of choice'. Judging by this precedent, the
2017 elections will probably be reasonably transparent on the day of the vote. Nevertheless, there are
concerns about bias during the campaign period. OSCE observers criticised the lack of media impartiality in
2015, and this remains a problem, as state TV coverage of the above-mentioned Tekebayev corruption case
shows. In August 2017, President Atambayev promised to crack down on protests aimed at preventing his
chosen candidate from winning. Authorities are allegedly using administrative resources to favour Jeenbekov's
campaign: Babanov supporters have complained of attempts to block an electoral rally in the southern city of
Osh; Deputy Prime Minister, Duishenbek Zilaliyev, in charge of organising the elections, called on civil servants
at a closed-door meeting on 19 September to back Jeenbekov. It is at least positive that such incidents are
being transparently reported and dealt with; Zilaliyev has since stepped down, and the State Prosecutor is
investigating several other complaints.

Russia's role in the elections
99 % of Kyrgyz people believe that their country's relations with Russia are good, and 79 % feel that
Kyrgyzstan's accession to the Russia-led Eurasian Economic Union has been beneficial. In view of this
overwhelming public support, echoed in statements by all the presidential candidates, Kyrgyzstan is likely to
continue the pro-Russian course pursued under Atambayev, whatever the outcome of the election. Moreover,
there is no evidence of Russian interference to date; Russian media such as Sputnik, which are influential in
Kyrgyzstan, have yet to take sides with any of the candidates.

As in the 2015 parliamentary elections, the European Parliament will send a delegation of MEPs as election
monitors, headed by Laima Andrikiené (EPP, Lithuania), in cooperation with the OSCE observation mission. In its
April 2016 resolution on the EU-Central Asia Strategy, the Parliament praised Kyrgyzstan for the progress shown by
the 2015 parliamentary elections, but pointed out that further efforts were needed to develop a fully functioning
parliamentary democracy. In September 2017, Human Rights Subcommittee chair, Pier Antonio Panzeri, expressed
the hope that the presidential elections would be 'transparent and competitive', despite 'worrying tendencies'.

Which politician do you trust the most?

* = registered presidential candidate

February 2017, International Republican Institute.
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